
Since 1945, a number of microanalytical methods
have been proposed for the chemical analysis of micro
scopic volumes (1 cubic micron or less) in a solid sample.
Among these methods, analytical ion microscopy, pro
posed by Castaing and Slodzian in 1960 (1,2) may be
applied successfully to the study of biological specimens
such as tissue sections (3â€”5).This method has two im
portant characteristics: (a) its ability for a local isotopic
analysis, and (b) is very high sensitivity, which allows the
detection of elements at very low concentration. These
characteristics permit the study of the tissue distribution
of a given nuclide at the cellular level. The principles of
the method, instrument specifications, and its limitations
are presented here, along with some applications in the
fields of cellular biology, nuclear medicine, and human
pathology.

PRINCIPLES

An ion beam (primary ions) of seyeral keV energy is
focused as a stable probe onto the surface of a tissue
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section. As a result of this ion bombardment, the atoms
of the upper atomic layers of the specimen are sputtered
(Fig. 1), and some come off in an ionized form (secon
dary ions). These secondary ions, characteristic of the
composition of the surface of the specimen, are accel
crated, focused as an ion beam, filtered by mass spec
trometry, and imaged by an ionic optical system.

Most of these secondary ions are emitted from the first
two or three atomic layers of the surface, although the
primary ion beam produces perturbations to a depth of
approximately 10 nm. As a result of the sputtering pro
cess, the surface of the specimen is progressively eroded,
and the analysis is performed at the cost of the destruc
tion of the volume analyzed.

INSTRUMENTATION

The analytical ion microscope* (Fig. 2) consists of
four principal parts: an ion gun, which produces the
bombarding primary ions, an electrostatic lens to ac
celerate and focus the secondary ions emitted from the
specimen, a magnetic prism for the selection of ions, and
a detection-display system.
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Imagesof the distrIbutionof a givennucildein a sectionof biologicaltissuecan
be obtained at the microscopic level by â€œsecondary-ionmass analysis.â€•in this
method,the imagesare formedby an ion-emissionmicroscopewhereinthe speci
men'satomsare progressivelyspufteredfromthe surfaceandthe ionsare selec
tively visualizedby massspectrometryaccordingto their mass-to-chargeratios.
SuchImagesare obtainedat the costof the destructionof the specimen,whichIs
progressivelyerodedat the rate of 1-10 atomiclayersper second.

ThespatialresolutionIsbetterthan I ,.@mforan imagedarea 250 im Indiameter
anda sectionthicknessof 1-2000 nm;thus,the analyticalimagesare elementdis
tributionsrepresentativeof 3-6000 atomiclayers.Distributionalimagescanbe ob
tamed for many nuclides,whetherstable or radioactive,naturalor artificiallyad
ministered.
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Detection-DisplaySystem

The selected ion-distribution image is then converted
into an electron image by an image converter, and these
electrons produce an image on a fluorescent screen or a
photographic plate. The necessity of using an ion-to
electron image converter is because of the very weak
response of most fluorescent screens or photographic
plates to ions.

Finally, by changing the setting of the mass spec
trometer, one can observe successively on the screen, or
record on a photographic film, the images of distribution
of different varieties of ions emitted from the surface of
the specimen. Some accessories for this instrument are
of interest to biologists. One is an electrostatic analyzer
that improves the mass resolution, and with it the mass
spectrum of a selected area of the specimen (from 10 to
50 @min diameter) can be obtained with a resolution of
the order of 5000. This may be very useful, as we shall
see later, in distinguishing between monoatomic and
polyatomic ions having the same mass unit. Another is
a microchannel platt that allows the direct detection of
the ion image without the help of the ion-to-electron
image converter (7).

FUNCTIONING OF THE ION MICROSCOPE

With a primary-ion beam density of 0. 1 zA/cm2 (6
x io@ions/@.tm2/sec),theerosionrateofthespecimen
is typically of the order of 1â€”10 atomic layers/sec. Under
these conditions, a biological section 1 @smthick is gen
erally completely eroded in 300â€”3000sec. As we shall
see, this erosion time depends on the chemical and
physical state of the matrix of the specimen. During that
time, two working modes can be used: qualitative anal
ysis by mass spectrometry, or the imaging mode.

Qualitative Analysis

The primary beam, with a diameter depending on the
area of interest, is focused on the surface of the specimen,
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FIG.1. Emissionofpositiveandnegativesecondaryions(SI)and
of neutralatoms(N)fromfirstthreeatomiclayersat surfaceofa
solid bombardedby primary ions (P1).

Primary-Ion Source

This source produces a given variety of ions, generally
02+, Ar+, or N+. The primary ionsare accelerated
through a 12-kV potential and focused with a double
condenser electrostatic lens system onto the surface of
the sample at approximately 45Â°.The bombarded area
is typically 500 @zmin diameter.

Electrostatic Optics

The secondary ions emitted from the surface of the
specimen are accelerated by a potential of 4.5 kV, the
polarity of which depends on the type of ion, positive or
negative, that isbeing studied. An electrostatic lens fo
cuses the secondary ions as a beam carrying a global
image of all ions emitted from the specimen; this beam
enters a magnetic prism.

Magnetic Prism

The role of the magnetic prism or spectrometer is to
split the initial beam carrying the global image into a
number of secondary beams, one for each mass/charge
ratio in the secondary ions. A suitably placed aperture
then makes it possible to select only one ionic component
of the secondary beam.

The magnetic prism, besides selecting ionic species,
has been so designed as to preserve the quality of the final
selected image (6). In the instrument shown in Fig. 2,
the ions are first deflected through 90Â°,then selected by
a slit as a function of their momentum, and reflected by
an electrostatic mirror in which the ions of high energy
are eliminated. The selected ions are then deflected again
through 90Â°in the second part of prism, and finally are
detected. The mass resolving power of magnetic prism
is of the order of 300, which allows a precision of selec
tion of every mass unit of 1â€”300.
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FIG.2. Schematicdiagramofanalyticalionmicroscope.P1
primary ions, S specimen. I immersionelectrostatic lens, SI
= secondary ions, M' = magnetic prism, M selected mass, E

electrostaticmirror,S@= selectiondiaphragm,P = projection
lens.
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and the mass spectrum of the sputtered secondary ions
is recorded. A complete spectrum in the m/e range from
I to 300 is obtained in a time of the order of 1 mm, cor
responding to the erosion of about 60 atomic layers. In
any biological material, a considerable number of peaks
are observed because a given atom A may be emitted
either as monoatomic ion A+ or as multicharged ions
A++, A@+, or cluster ions such as A@+,AB+, ABC+,
etc. In an organic matrix, many of these cluster ions are
formed of CnHm@,with n and m 1, 2, 3 . . . . As a result
of the emission of cluster ions, considerable interference
may be observed with a low mass resolution of 300. The
mass resolving power is defined as M/@M, where M is
the mass of the ion and /.@Mthe smallest difference of
mass that can be distinguished. With a resolution of 300
it is only possible to resolve one mass unit, and one cannot

distinguish a mass defect between a given monoatomic
ion and a cluster ion of the same mass unit (e.g., 56Fe+
and 40Ca'60 have the same mass unit, 56).

A mass resolution of 5000, which is now obtained on
most modern instruments, is generally sufficient to re
solve most mass interferences.

Imaging Mode

The secondary-ion beam, selected by the magnetic
prism and carrying the image of only one variety of ion,
enters the image converter, where the ions are converted

into electrons. These electrons can then strike a fluo
rescent screen, where the image is directly observed.
With an optical telescopic lens system, the magnification
is I000X for a field of view of 250 @zm.The electron
image can also be recorded on a photographic film at a

magnification of 1lOX. The exposure time varies from
a fraction of a second to several hundred seconds, de
pending on the concentration of the imaged element and
its useful yield, as discussed below.

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE ION MICROSCOPE

Resolution

The resolution of this instrument at the surface of the
image is 1 jzm (0.5 @mat the center of the image) for an
imaged surface area 250 @smin diameter. The resolution
in depth varies from 1 to 1000 nm depending on the
volume to be sputtered to obtain the image: for a given
element, the number of atomic layers that must be
sputtered to obtain enough ions may vary from 1 to 3000
depending on the concentration. These images can be
considered tomograms since they represent the dis
tribution ofa given nuclide with a resolution of I @tmin
a section whose thickness varies from 1 to 1000 nm.

With an image area 250 @tmin diameter and with a
lateral resolution of 1 sm, there are 1252X @r@ 50,000
spatial information pixels, and this information is re

corded on a photographic film. In normal conditions of
primary-ion bombardment, the sputtering rate of the
specimen is typically 1 to 10 atomic layers per second;
thus a time exposureof 1 secrecordson the film the
distribution of a given nuclide in an extremely thin layer
(0.3-1 nm).

Sensitivity

Factors influencingSensitivity.This varies greatly with
many factors, briefly discussed here. For more infor
mation, the reader is referred to earlier detailed reviews
(8â€”12). The two main factors are the ionization ratio of

the imaged element and the collection efficiency of the
instrument.

Ionization ratio. In the sputtering process, atoms are
emitted either neutral or ionized. Since any atom emitted
uncharged is lost for analysis, the sensitivity will depend
in good part on the ionization ratio, defined for example
as r N(A@)/N(A) for positive ions, where N(A@) is
the number ofA atoms emitted as positiveions and N(A)
the total number of A atoms, charged or uncharged,
emitted during the same time. â€˜rvaries greatly from one
element to another depending on both the ionization
potential and the electron affinity of the element. For
example, for positive secondary ions emitted under
oxygen bombardment, r is very high for Na@(0.8) and
similarly for any element of low ionization potential
(Groups 1, 2A, and 3A of the Periodic Table), although
it is very low for gold, where r (Au+) I06. For neg
ative secondary ions, r is high for elements of high
electron affinity (Groups 6A and 7A).

Other factors such as the chemical bonds of the dc
ments in the specimen (6) or the nature of the primary
ions (11) may also greatly influence the ionization ratio.
As an example, electronegative elements such as oxygen,
when used for primary ions, enhance the ionization ratio
of positive secondary ions, although elements of low
electronegativity, such as cesium, enhance the ionization
ratio of negative secondary ions.

Collection efficiency ofthe instrument. The collection
efficiency or transmission of the instrument, @,is defined
for positive ions as i@= n(A@)/N(A@), where N(A@) is
the number of ionized atoms A+ emitted from a given
area of the sample, and n(A+) is the number of ions ar
riving at the detector from the same area during the same
time. @1is dependent upon the instrument, and for the
instrument used in this study it is of the order of 5%.

Finally, the sensitivity is evaluated by the useful yield,
defined as Tu Tfl.

Maximum theoretical sensitivity. The term sensitivity
is defined here assuming a perfect detector and no
background signal. In ion microscopy, this optimal
sensitivity is not very different from the practical de
tectability, since the quantum yield of the detector is
clos@to I and the background is very low. Let us consider
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optimal conditions, with an element with r close to 100%,
a transmission@ ofthe instrument of 5%, and a resolution
of 1 @tmat the image. Since the impact of a single ion on
a detector such as a microchannel plate is sufficient to
produce a light signal, an average of 20 ions must be
emitted from 1 @sm2of the sample to be registered on a
photographic film as a point oflight and localized with
a precision of 1 .sm. This number varies greatly in
practice due to statistical fluctuations.

Practical sensitivity. The total number N of atoms that
must be sputtered from the specimen to obtain n+ ions
of atom i of r,@= r@,(i) at the detector is given by N =
nj+/[ru(i)Cj], whereC1is the atomic concentration of
atom i.

Secondary ions emitted from the surface of the spec
imen can be registered in a electronic counting system
or on a photographic film. When an image converter is
used, one collected ion produces an average of four or five
electrons, and each electron may activate several silver
halide crystals in the film. The quantum yield Q of the
converter is of the order of 0.8. Calibration of the pho
tographic film being used has shown that for a 1lOX
magnification 3000 ions emitted from 1 @zm2of the
specimen must be collected in the image converter to
obtain an optical density on the film equal to 0.7 (7); this
corresponds to an impact of about one electron/jzm2 on
the film.

For a very emissive element such as Na+, with Tu
5 X l02, in an atomic concentration of 102, the optical
density of 0.7 on the film is obtained when the number
of sputtered atoms is N = 3 X lO@/(5 X l02 X lO2)
= 6 X 106 atoms. This corresponds to about one atomic

layer per square micron. If the sputtering rate is of the
order of I atomic layer/sec, the exposure time will be 1
sec. As an example, the Na+ image of Fig. 3 was ob
tamed in 1 sec.

For the same element at a concentration of 3 X l06
(3 ppM), the same number ofcollected ions will be ob
tamed at the cost of sputtering about 3 X l0@atomic
layers, or a thickness of about I zm.

For some other element at the same concentration of
l02 but with a r@,of lO@, the optimal density on the
film will be obtained at the cost of sputtering 300 atomic@
layers.

Precision in a Local Quantitative Analysis

Since the number of ions emitted from a given area
of the specimen depends on the local concentration C
of a given element i, and since the resolution at the image
is I @tm,it is possible by ion microscopy to measure the
local concentration of a given element in a very small
volume of tissue. Theoretically, the atomic concentration
ofelement i is given by C1= n/(p v re), where n1is the
number of collected ions under a given surface, p the
atomic density, and v the volume of the specimen sput

FIG.3. Sodiumimage(2@Na@)of surfaceof smearof nucleatedred
bloodcells deposftedona goldspecimenholder:a 30thsec after
beginningof primary-ionbombardment,b = 1stmm,c = 2ndmm.
Imagedarea 250 @mdiam.Exposuretime 1sec for each fig
ire. InFig 3a areascorrespondingtoplasma,cytoplasm,andnuclei
can easily be distinguished.After 2 mmof ion bombardment,(Fig.
3c), plasma layer and some nuclei have been completely
etched.

tered under the same surface. The number of collected
ions can be counted by an electronic counting system, or
derived from the photographic film by microdensito
metry. However, the methods of quantitative analysis
are generally complicated because it is also necessary to
know the exact value of the useful yield Tuof the element
and, as we have seen, Tu may vary widely with many
factors such as the nature of the element to be analyzed,
its chemical state in the specimen, and the nature of the

primary ions. Thus a standard must be used in a chem
ical form as similar as possible to that of the specimen.
Different approaches have been proposed (13â€”I?).

Precision in a givenmeasurement. If we want to obtain
a given precision of p% in a measurement, it is necessary
to collect at least@ ions equal to lO4/p2. Let N be the
total number of atoms of the specimen that must be
sputtered to obtain n+ ions, Tu the useful yield of ions
i, and C the atomic concentration of ion i. Then n+
N r@C1.

The sputtering of N target atoms will then give a
precision p as derived from p2 = lO4/(Nr@C1). Assuming
there are l0@atoms in 1 @tm2of the surface of the spec
imen, and that C1 102 and Tu l0@, we obtain p2 =
l04/(l07 X 102 X 1O@) 100, or a precision p 10%
for the sputtering of only one atomic layer.

A better precision of p = 3% will be obtained for the
same element i at the same concentration, at the cost of
sputtering a larger number ofatoms such as N = l04/(9
X 102 X l0@)@ 108 atoms, which corresponds to the
sputtering of 10 atomic layers.

Then for a section 1jzm thick, corresponding to about
3000 atomic layers, and with an element having r@,=
lOs, the lowest concentration that can be studied with
a precision of3% is C = 104/30 X lO@X lO@ X 9@ 3
X lO@@ 30 ppM.

Take as an example sodium in a dried biological tissue
at a concentration of 1%. If r@(Na@) = 5 X l02, a
precision of 3% in the measurement will be obtained
when the number ofsputtered atoms is N lO@/(9X 5
X l02 X l02)@ 2 X l0@atoms, which corresponds to
the sputtering of less than one atomic layer.
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FIG.5. 23@+ image(a)and @5In@image (b)obtainedfrom same
area (250 zmdiem.)of cardiacsection. Histologicalstructurescan
be observed on sodium image (a). Indiumimage appears as very
small light points (b), showingthat this element is focally concen
trated in cardiac muscle cells.

(indium sulfate), the kidneys and the cardiac tissue of
a rat were removed and prepared as previously described.
The distribution of stable 23Na+ and II5In+ emission
from the same area of the surface of a kidney section are
shown on Figs. 4a and 4b. Although at a low concen
tration in this Epon section, 23Na+ emission is very in
tense and the sputtering of only five atomic layers is
sufficient to obtain the 23Na@ image. A glomerulus (G)
and several tubules are identifiable in this image. In Fig.
4b, I151n+is concentrated at many points corresponding
to tubular areas. Electron microscopy study of a serial
section corresponding to this specimen showed the
presence of many lysosomes in the cells of the proximal
tubules.

We have demonstrated previously (18) that the bright
points of indium visualized with the ion microscope
correspond to lysosomes seen with the electron micro
scope; thus it was possible to describe the cellular
mechanism of concentration and elimination of indium
by the kidney.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of I I5In+ on the sur
face of the section of cardiac tissue. Again, indium is
concentrated in very small areas and the combined
electron microscopic study has shown that these areas
correspond to special lysosomes in the cardiac muscle
cells.

Gallium images. The kidney, liver, bones, and bone
marrow of a rat were removed 24 hr after intravenous

FIG. 6. 23Na@image (a)and69Ga@image (b)obtainedfrom same
area (250 jzm diam.)of a kidneysection.Histologicalstructires can
be recognizedinsodiumimage(a),whereglomeruIus(G)andseveral
tubules are observed.On gallium image(b), this element appears
as light points correspondingto local concentration in only three
tubules.

APPLICATIONS

Preparation of a Biological Specimen

A perfectly fiat and equipotential surface of the
specimen must be used for these studies. Preparation will
be different depending on the tissue to be studied.

In the applications presented here, the tissues were
prepared according to the conventional methods used in
electron microscopy: fixation in glutaraldehyde, post
fixation in osmium tetroxide, and dehydration in alcohol.
The tissue is then embedded in Epon, sectioned at 2 sm
with an ultramicrotome, and deposited on a pure gold
specimen holder.

Examples of Applications

Figure 3 shows the distribution of sodium (23Na@) at
the surface of a smear of nucleated red blood cells from
a frog. The same area is imaged in a, b, and c at different
times after the beginning of the primary ion bombard
ment. The plasma, the cell cytoplasm, and nuclei are
easily recognized. In 3a, obtained after the first few
seconds of primary ion bombardment, the plasma and
cell nuclei appear as bright areas with the cytoplasm
darker. As ion bombardment continues, the plasma areas
become dimmer and disappear completely after about
2 mm (Fig. 3c), leaving only the cells. The cell cytoplasm
and nucleus are etched at different rates; the nucleus
disappears before the cytoplasm, and the image per
sists for approximately 15 mm under normal conditions.
The fact that the rate of etching varies for the different
cellular and extracellular components must be taken into
consideration in any attempt at local quantitative anal
ysis of such a specimen. For example, the greater

brightness of the plasma in the analysis of 23Na@ is the
result of both a higher concentration of sodium and a
more rapid etching of the plasma regions by the primary
beam.

Indium images. Twenty-four hours after intravenous
injection of 0.5 mg of stable indium as a soluble salt

FIG.4. 23@+image(a)andâ€˜15ln@image(b)obtainedfromsame
area of section of kidney. imagedarea 250 zmdiam.Onsodium
imageâ€”obtainedin 5 sec. correspondingto pulverizationof about
five atomic layersâ€”areascorrespondingto giomerulus(G)and
several tubules are obvious. Indium image, obtained in 500 sac,
shows that this element is focally concentrated in many parts of
tubular area.
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FIG.7. 40Ga@(a)and27AF@(b)imagesobtainedfromsurfaceof
bone section. Specimen is bone biopsy from patient with dialysis
osteomalacia.Aluminumis localizedat surfaceof calcified tissue,
where it appears as bright lines; in soft tissue it appearsas bright
points correspondingto macrophages.

injection of 1 mg of stable gallium as a soluble salt
(gallium citrate). Figures 6a and 6b show the distribution
of 23Na+ and 69Ga+ on the surface of a kidney section,
with the same area imaged in the two figures. Gallium
is concentrated in only three tubules, each bright point
corresponding to a local concentration of gallium. A
similar combined study by electron microscopy has
shown that these points correspond to intracellular ly
sosomes.

A similar study has been made on sections from liver,
trabecular bone, and bone marrow. Gallium is concen
trated in the lysosomes of hepatocytes and in small
vacuoles of bone-marrow reticulocytes. In bone, gallium
is concentrated at the surface of the calcified matrix. A
detailed description of these results will be given in a
future report.

Calcium and aluminum images in a hard tissue. Figures
7a and 7b show the distribution of 40Ca@ and 27Al@on
the surface of a bone section, a biopsy from a patient with
dialysis osteomalacia. Aluminum is mainly localized at
the surface of the calcified tissue (Fig. 7b).

FOOTNOTE

* The instrumentusedforthisstudywas a CAMECA IMS 300.
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